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ABSTRACT One of the goals of 5G is to provide enhanced mobile broadband and enable low latency
in some use cases. To achieve this aim, the Internet Engineering Task Force has proposed the Multipath
TCP by utilizing the feature of dual connectivity in 5G, where a 5G device can be served by two different
base stations. However, the path heterogeneity between the 5G device and the server may cause a packet
out-of-order problem. The researchers proposed a number of scheduling algorithms to tackle this issue.
This paper introduces the existing algorithms, with the aim to make a thorough comparison between the
existing scheduling algorithms and provide the guidelines for designing new scheduling algorithms in 5G,
we have conducted an extensive set of emulation studies based on the real Linux experimental platform. The
evaluation covers a wide range of network scenarios to investigate the impact of different network metrics,
namely, RTT, buffer size, and file size on the performance of existing widely deployed scheduling algorithms.

INDEX TERMS 5G, enhanced broadband, Multipath TCP, out-of-order, scheduling algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
Once a decade, a new generation of mobile network technol-
ogy comes along, starting in the 1980s, where the first mobile
networks appeared, until 2018, where the first 5G standard
is completed. 5G is seeking to achieve some key goals
like enhanced broadband [1], [2] and ultra-low latency and
MPTCP can be closely integrated to with the 5G stack [3], [4]
to achieve this aim with regards to dual connectivity.The
key motivation behind MPTCP is the trend toward providing
trusted and reliable connectivity in the future Internet. The
research in this context focuses on faster downloads, lower
data transfer costs and seamless switching between different
interfaces, particularly the wireless ones such as Wi-Fi and
cellular networks [5], [6].

One of the main reasons for sub-optimal performance of
MPTCP, particularly in terms of aggregate capacity, is that of
packet reordering caused by path heterogeneity. More specif-
ically, the packet with the lower sequence number arrives at
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the receiver later than the packet with the higher sequence
number. The receiver has to buffer the packets with the lower
sequence number. Until it receives all the packets whose
sequence number is lower than the higher sequence number,
the data can be submitted to the upper layer [7]. Out-of-order
also can cause end-to-end delay and application throughput
are reduced. To solve these problems, researchers proposed
many algorithms, which can be classified into two aspects,
namely, congestion control and path scheduling.

The congestion control algorithm of MPTCP can adap-
tively adjust the transmission rate of each subflow, and it
attempt to shift traffic from more congested path to a less
congested path, thereby improving throughput and link uti-
lization. So far, researchers have proposed many MPTCP
congestion control algorithms, like LIA (Linked Increases
Algorithm) [8], [9], SEMICOUPLED [9], OLIA (Oppor-
tunistic Linked-Increases Algorithm) [10], Balia (Balanced
Linked Adaptation) [11], wVegas (Weighted Vegas) [12],
mVeno [13], EWTCP (equally-weighted TCP) [14], COU-
PLED [15], [16], RTT-Compensator [17], TCP Vegas [18],
MPVeno [19], MPTCPPW [20].
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Congestion control solves the problem of MPTCP from
controlling the transmission rate of each subflow, and the
scheduling algorithm is designed to distribute data pack-
ets on multiple paths based on each path’s congestion
window size controlled by the congestion control algo-
rithm. The path scheduling algorithm is crucial for us to
study MPTCP [21]. There are many existing scheduling
algorithms, Like, Round-Robin (RR) [22], Constraint-based
proactive scheduling (CP) [23], Highest Sending Rate
(HSR) [24], Largest Window Space (LWS) [24], Lowest
Time/Space (LTS) [24], Fine-grained forward Prediction
based Dynamic Packet Scheduling (F2P-DPS) [25]. In this
paper, we analyzed four widely-deployed scheduling algo-
rithms, namely, LowRTT, OTIAS, DAPS and BLEST. The
Lowest-RTT-First (LowRTT) [26] first sents the packet on
the subflow with the lowest RTT, until its congestion win-
dow is filled with packet. Then, the packet is sent on the
subflow with the next higher RTT. The Delay-Aware Packet
Scheduler (DAPS) [21], [27] determines the amount of data
that should be sent in the next round of each path according
to the ratio of the forward transmission delay and the size
of the congestion window (CWND), so that the data packets
arrive in order. The Out-of-order Transmission for In Order
Arrival Scheduler (OTIAS) [28], when transmitting a new
data packet, estimates the time at which the data packet
arrives at the receiver, and selects the subflowwith the earliest
arrival time to transmit data to arrive in order. The Blocking
Estimation-based MPTCP Scheduler (BLEST) [29] predicts
whether the subflow will occur head-of-line blocking, and
then estimates how much data each subflow should be send,
and tries to make the data send on the fast subflow, even if
the slow subflow has space on the congestion window, and
tries to avoid sending on the slow subflow to avoid buffer
blocking.

Based on the real experimental platform of Linux, we con-
duct extensive experiments to investigate the performance
of each algorithm, concludes the aspects that influence
the performance of the scheduling algorithms, and fur-
ther provides guidelines for designing new scheduling
algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
describe of MPTCP background is presented in Section 2.
Section 3 analyzes the MPTCP scheduling algorithms.
We evaluate MPTCP algorithms with the Linux testbed in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. MPTCP BACKGROUND
As an extension of the TCP protocol, MPTCP supports
simultaneous transmission of data through multiple paths, i.e.
a protocol in which MPTCP can simultaneously use multiple
network interfaces. As shown in Fig.1 [30], the MPTCP is
located between the application layer and the network layer,
and can be further divided into an MPTCP layer and a TCP
sub-flow layer. The MPTCP layer is transparent to the appli-
cation layer. The TCP subflow layer provides multiple paths
to the application.

FIGURE 1. The protocol stack of MPTCP.

Multipath TCP is a set of TCP extensions defined in RFC
6824, and allows a single TCP connection to send and receive
data simultaneously using different IP addresses [31]. The
life cycle of an MPTCP connection includes three phases,
namely initial connection, data transfer, and closing connec-
tion.

In the initial connection phase, the difference between
MPTCP and TCP is that MPTCP has a four-way handshake
before the multipath is enabled. MPTCP and TCP have simi-
lar three-way handshake. But the SYN, SYN/ACK and ACK
packets have the MPTCP_CAPABLE option. After the TCP
connection has been established, the client can advertise other
addresses by sending a TCP segment with the ADD_ADDR
option.

During the MPTCP data transfer phase, the subflows are
linked together by a single multipath TCP connection, and
both can transmit data. To ensure the reliability of the orderly
transfer of data on subflow, MPTCP uses two principles.
First, each subflow is equivalent to a regular TCP connection,
and with its own 32-bit sequence number space. Second,
MPTCP maintains a 64-bit data sequence number space. The
DSN_MAP and DSN_ACK options use these data sequence
numbers.

In the closed connection phase, when the sender informs
the receiver that no data will be sent, the Data FIN option
will be part of the data sequence signal. Data FIN of MPTCP
has the same semantics and behavior as a regular TCP FIN,
but it belongs to the connection level. After successfully
receiving all the data on theMPTCP connection, this message
is acknowledged at the connection level using DATA_ACK.
After DATA_ACKs confirms the DATA_FIN of both hosts,
the connection is considered closed. And both hosts should
send FINs on all subflows.

The packet scheduler gets the data from the application
layer and then distributes the data to each subflow. The
main task of data scheduling is to distribute the data to each
sub-flow reasonably, so that the data arrives at the receiver as
much as possible in order to reduce the head-of-line blocking
at the receiving end. The scheduler how to uses a suitable
scheduling algorithm distributes the data to each subflow is
very important.
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III. ANALYSIS OF MPTCP SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
Due to TCP cannot use multiple interfaces, we use MPTCP
to transmit data. However, in the research of MPTCP, there
are still problems such as out-of-order. In order to solve
these problems, researchers have done a lot of work and
proposed many scheduling algorithms. But, the different
scheduling algorithms use different design principles. In this
section, we first give an overview of existing algorithms, and
then detailed analyze the four widely-deployed algorithms,
namely, LowRTT, DAPS, OTIAS and BLEST.

A. EXISTING SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
Researchers have proposed a number of scheduling algo-
rithms. The RR algorithm [22] is a simple scheduling mech-
anism. There is no priority between subflows in the RR
algorithm, which selects subflows in a round-robin fashion.
The LowRTT [26] first sents the packet on the subflow with
the lowest RTT, until its congestion window is filled with
packet. Then, the packet is sent on the subflow with the
next higher RTT. TheDAPS [21], [27] determines the amount
of data that should be sent in the next round of each path
according to the ratio of the forward transmission delay
and the size of the congestion window (CWND), so that
the data packets arrive in order. The OTIAS [28] algorithm,
when transmitting a new data packet, estimates the time at
which the data packet arrives at the receiver, and selects the
subflow with the earliest arrival time to transmit data. The
BLEST [29] predicts whether the subflow will occur head-
of-line blocking, and then estimates how much data each
subflow should be send, and tries to make the data send on
the fast subflow, even if the slow subflow has space on the
congestion window, and tries to avoid sending on the slow
subflow to avoid buffer blocking. The CP [23] estimates the
out-of-order packets based on the performance difference
between the subflows, and compares the estimated out-of-
order packets and buffer size to assign packets to subflows.
In addition, network delay constraints are used to adjust the
trade-off between throughput and delay performance. The
HSR [24] measures the path’s MSS and instantaneous RTT
on the path r , uses the product of the ratio of the two and
the current congestion window to calculate the transmission
rate, and selects the path with a maximum sending rate to
transmit data. The LWS [24] uses the difference between the
current windowwr and the current amount of in-flight packets
fr as the window space ws of the path r , and uses a path with
largerws to transmit data.When the path is in the lost recovery
state, which may be wr shorter than or equal to fr , resulting
ws in a negative value, the LowRTT scheduling mechanism
is used. The LTS [24] selects a path with lower latency and
maximum window space to transmit data based on the lowest
ratio between the current sRTT and window space ws. As in
LWS, when ws is negative or null, the LowRTT scheduling
mechanism is used. These algorithms all use different design
methods. The F2P-DPS [25] considers the TCP character-
istics of the subflow and the packet loss rate of the path.

FIGURE 2. Two subflows packet scheduling diagrams in LowRTT
algorithm.

The smoothed RTT obtained by the subflow and the packet
loss rate are used to estimate the amount of data that the
subflow may send in the future.

B. LOWEST-RTT-FIRST (LowRTT)
The LowRTT algorithm is the default scheduler, which first
sends the packet on the subflow with the lowest RTT, until its
congestion window is filled with packet. Then, the packet is
sent on the subflow with the next higher RTT. The LowRTT
algorithm makes the sub-flow with good path quality bear
more data and has a certain load balancing effect. This is bet-
ter than the RR algorithm, but neither algorithm considers the
packet ordering. When the path difference is large, the path
utilization will decrease.

As shown in Fig.2, there are two subflows (subflowf and
subflows). The congestion window of two subflows are 10,
and RTT of two subflows is rf = 10ms, rs = 20ms, i.e., the
time required to send 2 rounds of data over subflowf is the
same as the time required to send 1 round of packets over
subflows. When there are 11 packets to be sent, the subflowf
takes 1, 2, 3, . . . , 10 Packets, subflows take 11 packets. The
completion time of the subflowf is rf , the subflows comple-
tion time is rs, rs > rf . Thus, it can be seen that the entire
completion time is slowed down by the slow flow. When the
data is relatively large, the data packets cannot arrive at the
receiver in order.

C. DELAY-AWARE PACKET SCHEDULER (DAPS)
The DAPS algorithm aims to reduce the blocking time of the
receive buffer. In the existing network, the link is asymmetric
(i.e., each path has different delays, different capacity, differ-
ent congestionwindows), so the packets that can be scheduled
for each path is different. The DAPS algorithm considers
the difference of the path. It uses the ratio of the forward
transmission delay (RTT/2) and the size of the congestion
window (CWND) to determine the amount of data that each
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path should send next time, so that the packets arrive in order,
and reducing Head-Of-Line Blocking.

In the DAPS algorithm, it is assumed that the data on
an MPTCP connection needs to be scheduled to two TCP
subflows (subflowf and subflows). The congestion window
sizes of the two subflows is respectively cwndf and cwnds
the round-trip time is respectively rf and rs. If the ratio of
the forward transmission delay is equal to the ratio of the
Round-Trip Time, the ratio of the forward transmission delay
of the two subflows can be expressed as η =

⌊
rs
rf

⌋
. When

η less than cwndf , in the next round of data transmission,
the data sent by the subflowf is TSN1, . . . ,TSN1+η, the data
sent by the subflows is TSN1+η+1, . . . ,TSN1+η+cwnds.
When η greater than cwndf , in the next round of data trans-
mission, the data sent by the subflowf is TSN1, . . . ,TSN1+
cwndf , The data sent by the subflows is TSN1 + cwndf +
1, . . . ,TSN1+ cwndf + cwnds.The algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm 1 Delay-Aware generateSchedule for Two Paths
Require:ηpkts > cwndf − unackf {Too many packets for the
fast path only}
Ensure:S is a packet/path schedule so packets are received
in order
1: S ← φ

2: η =
⌊
rs
rf

⌋
{Note: rs ≥ rf }

3: maxf ← min(η, cwndf −unackf ) {Maximum number of
packets to send on the fast path}

4: for j = 1, . . . ,maxf do {Schedule for the fast path}
5: sj← (getNextUnsentChunk, pf ) {jth chunk}
6: Append sj to S
7: end for
8: for j = 1, . . . , cwnds− unacks do{Schedule for the slow

path}
9: sj←(getNextUnsentChunk, ps) {(maxf +j)th chunk}
10: Append sj to S
11: end for
12: return S

The DAPS algorithm determines the scheduling of N data
packets based on the given time information, and ensures
that the data packets can arrive at the receiver in order,
which is better than the LowRTT algorithm. But, the algo-
rithm pre-allocates data packets for each path. When the
link characteristics change, a large number of data pack-
ets are accumulated on the link, and the data needs to
be re-scheduled for one cycle, which is insensitive to link
changes [32].

D. OUT-OF-ORDER TRANSMISSION FOR IN ORDER
ARRIVAL SCHEDULER (OTIAS)
The OTIAS algorithm mitigates jitter by sending packets out
of order on different subflows, enabling packets to arrive in
order at the receiver, and hoping to schedule more segments
on the subflow than it currently. The OTIAS scheduling
algorithm is based on data scheduling for each packet, i.e., for

each data packet, the one-way transmission delay of the
data packet to the receiver of each path is estimated, and
the data packet is sequentially scheduled to the path with
a small forward transmission delay. If there is space in the
CWND, the segment will be sent immediately. If the CWND
is full, the segment must wait in the queue of the subflow.
We estimate the one-way transmission delay for the packet i
to be transmitted in the subflow j as follows:

pkt_can_be_sent_j

= cwndj − unackedj

RTT_to_wait ji =
⌊
no_yet_sent_j− pkt_can_be_sent_j

cwndj

⌋
T ji = (RTT_to_wait ji + 0.5)× srttj.

In the above formula, pkt_can_be_sent_j is indicated a
data packet that can be immediately transmitted in a subflow,
no_yet_sent_j is indicated a data packet that has not been sent
in the subflow j, and RTT_to_wait ji is a waiting time for the
packet i to be transmitted on the subflow j.

Compared with the DAPS algorithm, the OTIAS algo-
rithm adjusts the scheduling when the packets are dequeued,
while the OTIAS adjusts the scheduling when packets are
enqueued. The OTIAS can respond to network changes more
dynamically than the DAPS. However, OTIAS also has short-
comings. When the difference of two paths is large and there
are packet loss in the link, a large number of data packets will
be accumulated on the low-latency link, and the Hol-blocking
problem cannot be solved well.

E. BLOCKING ESTIMATION-BASED MPTCP
SCHEDULER (BLEST)
The BLEST algorithm dynamically adapts the schedule
by estimating whether a head-of-line blocking will occur,
reducing head-of-line blocking, false retransmissions, and
improving application performance in heterogeneous scenar-
ios. BLEST estimates packets that can be transmitted in a
fast subflow without Hol-blocking. Because the RTT of the
slow subflow is relatively large, the data packet arrives at the
receiver relatively late. When the amount of data is relatively
large, a large number of out-of-order packets are generated,
thereby increasing the completion time. Therefore, BLEST
tries to use fast subflows to send packets so that they can
arrive in order.

Suppose there are two subflows (subflowf and subflows)
that can send data with round trip times of RTTf and RTTs.
If the data is sent on a slow subflows, BLEST assumes that one
segment will occupy space at least RTTs in theMPTCP’s send
window (MPTCPsw). In order to send data through the fast
subflowf as much as possible, it is estimated that the packet X
that can be sent on the fast subflowf without the Hol-blocking
during the period RTTs as follows:

rtts = RTTs/RTTf
X = MSSf · (CWND+ (rtts− 1)/2) · rtts
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FIGURE 3. TestBed topology. (a) Non-shared network topology.
(b) Competitive network topology. (c) Shared network topology.

The X estimation may be inaccurate and will be con-
strained by a λ value, which is described in [29]. If x × λ >
|M | −MSSs · (inflight + 1), i.e. the next segment will not be
sent on subflows. Instead, the scheduler waits for the faster
subflow to become available. The BLEST algorithm can skip
a subflow and wait for a more favorable subflow to send
data, which can reduce the risk of Hol-blocking and thus the
number of retransmissions triggered. BLEST outperforms the
other three algorithms. However, BLEST does not consider
idle fast subflow due to nothing to send [33], it can’t effi-
ciently utilize the faster paths.

IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the four algo-
rithms based on the real Linux experimental platform with
the topology shown in Fig.3 under different RTT, buffer size,
and file size to investigate the performance of each algorithm
under different network parameters and different topologies.
We provide guidance for designing new scheduling algo-
rithms and provide convenience for future work.

A. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
The deployed experiment testbed consists of two file servers,
two computers with WANem, and two clients, which con-
stitutes the network topology show in Fig.3 by means of
routing configurations. The topology is widely used in

existing works [27], [34]. Both the clients and the servers
are running the Linux ubuntu 12.10 operating system with
the kernel version 3.14.33 that has already applied proto-
col patches. The servers are running on the Dell T1500,
equipped with the Intel Xeon E5620 (2.4 GHz/12M), 16 GB
RAM and a 600 GB Hard Disk. The clients are running
on the DELL optiplex 745, equipped with Intel PentiumD
3.4G processor, 512 MB RAM and a 160 GB Hard Disk.
As shown in Fig.3, one of the servers labeled S2 is equipped
with two Gigabit network interface cards to establish two
subflows between the MPTCP client D2. We consider this
as the common scenario (e.g., a client having two access
networks likeWiFi/4G) [34], [35]. As shown in Fig.3, R1 and
R2 serve as two routers which run WANem to construct a
two-way bottleneck link. WANem is a wide area network
emulator that supports various wide area network features
such as bandwidth limitation, latency, packet loss, network
disconnection and so on.

In the configuration, the commands sysctl net.mptcp.mptcp
_enabled and sysctl net.mptcp.mptcp_path_manager are uti-
lized to enableMPTCP and select MPTCP path management.
We also use these commands sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_congestion
_control and sysctl net.mptcp.mptcp_scheduler to config-
ure the congestion control and scheduling algorithms. In the
experiments, olia, the default congestion control algorithm is
used.

We use the GNU Wget to retrieve binary document over
HTTP to generate TCP data traffic. The Binary files range
from 16 KB to 8 MB, the round-trip time ranges from 20 ms
to 400 ms, and the bottleneck bandwidth varies from 2 Mbps
to 100 Mbps.

B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN A NON-SHARED
SCENARIO
Fig.3(a) shows the non-shared scenario. There are no shared
bottlenecks between the MPTCP’s two subflows. Since the
four algorithms have different processing methods in path
heterogeneity, we setting different RTT values in the experi-
ment. In addition, different buffer size and file size have dif-
ferent effects on the four algorithms, so we also set different
buffer size values and different file size values.

1) PATH HETEROGENEITY TEST
In this path heterogeneity test, the bandwidth is 100 Mbps
and the number of concurrent flows is 20, RTT1 is 10 ms, and
RTT2 ranges from 10ms to 600ms. The number of timeouts
and the flow completion time are shown in Fig.4(a) and
Fig.4(b), respectively. As depicted in Fig.4(a), the LowRTT
has largest number of timeout, and the BLEST has least
number of timeout. As a result, BLEST performs best,
followed by OTIAS and DAPS, and LowRTT performs
worst as described in Fig.4(b). The reason lies in that
although all the four algorithms consider path heterogeneity,
LowRTT does not consider the effects of packets out-of-
order. BLEST tries to use fast subflows to send packets so
that they can arrive in order, and can reduce head-of-line
blocking.
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FIGURE 4. Experimental results in the non-shared scenario. (a) Number
of timeout with different α. (b) Completion time with different α.
(c) Completion time with different receive buffer sizes. (d) Completion
time with different file sizes.

2) DIFFERENT BUFFER SIZE
In these experiments, the bandwidth is 5 Mbps, the number
of concurrent flows is 20, the RTT of each path is 20 ms,
and the file size is 300 KB. Fig.4(c) shows the experimental

FIGURE 5. Completion time with different file sizes in TCP.

FIGURE 6. Completion time with different file sizes in MPTCP.

results, where BLEST outperforms other algorithms, fol-
lowed by OTIAS and DAPS. This is because that BLEST
can dynamically estimate whether a head-of-line blocking
will occur, and reduce the number of out-of-order packets.
Although DAPS and OTIAS have the same goal to reduce
Hol-blocking, DAPS is insensitive to link changes. When the
link characteristics change, a large number of data packets are
accumulated on the link, and the data needs to be re-scheduled
for one cycle. In addition, OTIAS can respond to network
changes more dynamically than the DAPS. However, when
the difference of two paths is large, a large number of data
packets will be accumulated on the low-latency link, and the
Hol-blocking problem cannot be solved well.

3) DIFFERENT FILE SIZE TESTS
In different file size tests, the bandwidth is 5 Mbps, the num-
ber of concurrent flows is 20, the RTT of each path is 20 ms
and the buffer size is 20 packets. The results are shown
in Fig.4(d). The results are consistent with the results when
the buffer size is different. Specifically, BLEST performs
best, OTIAS outperforms DAPS, and LowRTT performs
worst. The reason is the same as different buffer size test and
BLEST outperforms the other algorithms.

C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION UNDER COMPETING
TRAFFIC SCENARIOS
In the competing traffic test network scenario, the regular
TCP traffic competing the same bottleneck with MPTCP
traffic as shown in Fig.3(b). In these experiments,
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FIGURE 7. Completion time with different receive buffer sizes.

FIGURE 8. Completion time with different file sizes.

the bandwidth of MPTCP and TCP are 5Mbps, the number of
concurrent flows is 20, the RTT of each path is 20ms, and the
buffer size is 20 packets. The experimental results are shown
in Fig.5 and Fig.6. According to the two figures, the com-
pletion time becomes larger with the increasing file size.
In addition, the difference between the flow completion time
of TCP and multipath algorithms is largest with BLEST and
is smallest with LowRTT. This further validates that BLEST
also outperforms other algorithms in the competing network
scenario.

D. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION UNDER SHARED
NETWORK SCENARIOS
In the shared test network, the clients access link (downlink)
is the bottleneck and it is therefore shared among the two
flows as shown in Fig.3(c). We evaluate the performance of
the four algorithms on the bottleneck link by setting different
file size and buffer size, where the bandwidth is 5 Mbps,
the number of concurrent flows is 20 and the RTT of each
path is 20ms.

1) DIFFERENT BUFFER SIZE
In these experiments, the file size is 300 KB. The completion
time, shown in Fig.7, becomes smaller with the increasing
buffer size. The BLEST performs best, followed by LowRTT.
The DAPS performs worse compared to OTIAS. This is
because that BLEST is able to react more dynamically to
network changes, followed by LowRTT and OTIAS. DAPS
is insensitive to link changes.

2) DIFFERENT FILE SIZE
Fig.8 shows the completion time becomes larger with the
increasing file size when the buffer size is 20 packets. The
results are in accordance with those when the buffer size is
different. As analyzed above, the reason lies in that BLEST
can respond to network changes more dynamically than
the LowRTT and OTIAS, and DAPS is insensitive to link
changes.

V. CONCLUSIONS
MPTCP can be closely integrated to with the 5G stack
to improve 5G network capacity. This paper firstly intro-
duce the existing MPTCP scheduling algorithms and sum-
marizes their characteristics. Then, based on the real Linux
experimental platform, we evaluate the performance of four
widely-deployed scheduling algorithms under different net-
work parameters and different topologies. In MPTCP, path
heterogeneity is an important factor that affecting network
performance. When the path difference is large, we should
pay attention to the processing of out-of-order packets, so that
the packets can arrive at the receiving end in order. In future
work, we plan to study the performance of the algorithm in the
video stream scene and fully exploit the potential of MPTCP.
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